According to a source of 1845, the reliquary "fell prey to fire" after the monastery was closed in 1790.9 In 1860 the plaque of the Nicomachi was found "at the bottom of a well," presumably having been thrown there as debris.'0 The plaque of the Symmachi appeared soon after, in good condition, "in the possession of an amateur in the town of Montier-enDer."" It was purchased by the South Kensington (now Victoria and Albert) Museum in 1865.12
Eisenberg finds it suspicious that the plaque of the Symmachi turned up "in virtually pristine condition" so soon after the discovery of the ruined NI-COMACHORVM. He contends that the object acquired by the Victoria and Albert Museum is a forgery, a copy made principally after the engravings. Although he misstates the sequence of events (SYMMACHORVM was found after the discovery of NICOMACHORVM, but not after its publication; see ns. 10-11 supra), I think that we might grant some grounds for suspicion. The plaque of the Symmachi is much better preserved than NI-COMACHORVM (though hardly pristine) and it shows no traces of fire. In theory it could be an opportunistic recreation of a plaque even more disastrously wrecked than NICOMACHORVM, made to fetch a better price.
Though it is justified by circumstance, Eisenberg's case against SYMMACHORVM is ultimately moved by style, and this forces him to an even more drastic conclusion. The plaque now in the Victoria and Albert Museum is a forgery, he claims, but so was the Far more than the plaque of the Symmachi, the Trivulzio Myrophores should have tripped Eisenberg's stylistic alarm. Its composition is bizarre. The ornamental border breaks away at right angles in the middle of the plaque to become the upper cornice of the first story of the sepulcher. This brings the building so far forward in the pictorial space that no room remains for the figures, who not only overlap the frame but appear to be pushed in front of it (the effect is only optical, however, as the relief is so low that very little actually projects beyond the framing cymatium). Surely this is an extreme display of "horror vacui." The plaque also exhibits "incongruous and extraneous elements" (the soldiers kneeling on the roof of the building; the vine behind the soldier on the right), "disparity in degree of abstraction of elements" (cf. the upper story of the sepulcher with the lower), "a misinterpreted or unique element" (cf. the position of the hands of the kneeling woman with respect to the angel's foot), "disproportionate elements" (notice the varying lengths of the arms), and "lack of emotion." All of these characteristics are among Eisenberg's symptoms of forgery, and he adduced most of them to discredit the plaque of the Symmachi. the virtual space of the image unmappably dense and optically inapprehensible. NICOMACHORVM is more restrained. The carver of that plaque permitted only two discreet intrusions of the image onto the frame: one end of the lower torch on the left, and a cone of the pine tree, now sheared off, on the right. One inference to be drawn from this dissimilarity is that the makers of the two halves of the diptych were different craftsmen, one of whom (the master of NICOMACHO-RVM) treated relief more illusionistically than the other. In my opinion, this inference is correct. Another possible inference, reflected in the account of SYMMACHORVM as mistake-ridden, is that one craftsman (the master of SYMMACHORVM) was less skilled than the other. Eisenberg, with many others, drew this inference, and conflated with it his own belief that mistakes are a symptom of forgery. Hence his conclusion that SYMMACHORVM must be a fake.
Eisenberg's case against SYMMACHORVM is couched almost wholly in the plaque's perceived infelicities, anomalies, and errors, and on differences between the extant object and the 18th-century engravings published by Martene and Durand and Gori."5 Prominent among the differences is the "irreparable error in the execution of the right foot," which does not obtrude upon the frame in the engravings ( fig. 3) .46 A closer look at the engravings shows why. Neither one records the frieze of lotus and palmettes that ornaments the borders of the existing plaques; nor do they depict the rosettes on the metal door frames of the reliquary, a fragment of which still adheres to the left side of NI-COMACHORVM ( fig. 1, left) .47 What they do show is a sketchy, bastardized pattern of half-leaves and quasi-rosettes ( fig. 3) . That both engravings are alike in this respect indicates that one (published by Gori) was based upon the other (Dom Robert Larcher's, published by Martene and Durand), rather than upon independent observation of the diptych. This means that there is only one record of the plaques in their 18th-century appearance, and it is faulty.
Apparently Dom Larcher did not record the ivory borders in situ, but tried to reconstruct them from memory when preparing his sketches for engraving. If he did not draw the frames, he plainly could not have recorded points at which the images overlap the frames, and none is seen in his engravings-including the two on NICOMACHORVM, which Eisenberg takes to be authentic. It follows that discrepancies between SYMMACHORVM and its engraving cannot be taken as evidence that the plaque is ungenuine; if anything they indicate the opposite, especially when the differences tend in the direction of Late Antique bizarrerie and away from the pictorial order of the 18th century. That Eisenberg argues contrarily should make us doubt his logic, not the plaque. . 13) . In my opinion, the lexicon of space and illusionism is no longer a productive critical vocabulary for this diptych, if it ever was so. One reason is that the vocabulary itself has been debased in repetition (and may have been already impaired in the transfer from the German semantic context of Wickhoff and Riegl).65 Moreover, it undoubtedly does not approximate the terms in which the diptych was conceived and received in the fourth century. We cannot know precisely what those terms were, of course, but we can be certain that they were not those of the Albertian window. These are not views on life, actual or invented. They are images of art and art's conventions.
It is Eisenberg
The object itself yields terms of reference that can be used, at least provisionally, to elucidate its aesthetic qualities for the modern or postmodern eye.66 Structurally, the diptych and its relatives (figs. 1-2, 5, and 7) can be described as a dynamic or contention of theme and ornament. They are unusually ornamental, with dense, elaborate patterns that They also acknowledge what they do not see-the absent body-and in that they are models for us art historians, whose job is precisely to recollect the nolonger-seen traditions that these objects so dexterously re-present. . 17 ) correspond in position, length, and curvature with those that are most in evidence on its obverse. This is because they inhabit older and therefore dryer dentine, relatively far from the vicinity of the tusk's central axis. In turn, this collagen-filled core is represented on the reverse by the series of arcs that belonged to the tusk's essential vascular system; on NICOMACHO-RVM, the central third of the plaque, save for the face,90 is in better shape than its lateral portions. Given that our plaques are transverse sections of tusk the edges of which consist of dryer zones of dentine, it is not surprising that they have suffered grievously. These areas were pierced to allow the insertion of the original hinges and secondary attachment holes--both classes of injury suppressed in the sanitized 18th-century depiction ( fig. 3) . But, as Kinney points out, the notorious obtrusive right foot of the matron is similarly ignored in the engraving. Damage to the frame here results from the weakened state of the area following the sculptor's decision to define the contour around the foot. Losses of the lower corners are evident on many surviving leaves9" and probably due as much to the strain of repeated handling in a normal manner ( fig. 14) as they are to dropping. Eisenberg's final technical objection to SYM-MACHORVM concerns the relative thickness of the cracks on the frame of the tabula, the oak leaves and acorns below it, and the inscribed area within the tabula ( fig. 18 ).92 The reason the vegetable details have suffered less than the linear elements above them is their plasticity, the quality that, as I suggested above, likewise protects the matron's eye. The same phenomenon is apparent on the Justinian diptych in the Metropolitan Museum of Art where the raised rosettes and cyma moldings display many fewer fissures than the letters that the latter enclose.93 As our detail photograph shows, it is quite untrue to claim that the inscription is unaffected by cracks. Here as elsewhere, these result from punctures in the smoothed surface: they begin at and proceed mostly from the hastae of the letters and/or the serifs that decorate them. Indeed, the amount of cracking in this area is markedly greater than in the corresponding zone of the Nicomachi leaf ( fig.  19) . But the letter forms on the two leaves display remarkable similarities, although one of these is
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